Can we be friends?

It's always good to have friends!

When times are hard, friends can help!

And when there is good news...

Friends will celebrate with you!
Mamma, can people and animals be friends?

Well, that depends. Of course people are crazy about their pets...

One person who loves all animals is Sibylle Brodmann.

Some people are unsure about wild animals...

I'm just wild about wildlife!

To capture the best images for her calendars and cards, Sibylle has travelled to the ends of the earth.

This will look fantastic on my new calendar...

Click!
Sales provide Funding For wildlife Conservation in Zambia.

In 2019, Sibs met a very special “animal” - a CARTOONIST named “Crazy David”. They fell in love and she took him to Zambia for his first safari ever.

Sibylle introduced David to many of her animal friends.... All of whom are protected by “Conservation South Luangwa” (CSL)

They also visited Sibylle's human friend, Rachel McRobb, the CEO of CSL

To help animals, we need to help and educate people!

We want to make some animated films about conservation. Do you know a cartoonist who can help us? Pick me!

And so David began drawing the story of the Friendship between John, a Zambian Farm boy, and Ellie, a young elephant.
Together, John and Ellie learn how farmers and wild elephants can live peacefully side by side.

The video will be shown in villages near the National Park. Funding is provided by donations from people like you.

WE THANK OUR FRIENDS IN SWITZERLAND!

Working together with friends is fun. That’s why Sibs and David joined creative forces. Sibylle’s photos combined with David’s cartoons are a new project called:

PHOTOON.ch

Have a look and feel free to smile!

To see more of Sibylle’s wildlife photography:

augen-blicke.photo

To enter David’s world of cartoons:

crazydavid.ch

To learn how Rachel and CSL save animals and help people:

cslzambia.org